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The purpose of this study is to understand the effect of pitch on raw data interpolation in multislice
spiral/helical computed tomography~CT! and provide guidelines for scanner design and protocol
optimization. Multislice spiral CT is mainly characterized by the three parameters: the number of
detector arrays, the detector collimation, and the table increment per x-ray source rotation. The
pitch in multislice spiral CT is defined as the ratio of the table increment over the detector colli-
mation in this study. In parallel to the current framework for studying longitudinal image resolution,
the central fan-beam rays of direct and opposite directions are considered, assuming a narrow
cone-beam angle. Generally speaking, sampling in the Radon domain by the direct and opposite
central rays is nonuniform along the longitudinal axis. Using a recently developed methodology for
quantifying the sensitivity of signal reconstruction from nonuniformly sampled finite points, the
effect of pitch on raw data interpolation is analyzed in multislice spiral CT. Unlike single-slice
spiral CT, in which image quality decreases monotonically as the pitch increases, the sensitivity of
raw data interpolation in multislice spiral CT increases in an alternating way as the pitch increases,
suggesting that image quality does not decrease monotonically in this case. The most favorable
pitch can be found from the sensitivity-pitch plot for any given set of multislice spiral CT param-
eters. An example for four-slice spiral CT is provided. The study on the effect of pitch using the
sensitivity analysis approach reveals the fundamental characteristics of raw data interpolation in
multislice spiral CT, and gives insights into interaction between pitch and image quality. These
results may be valuable for design of multislice spiral CT scanners and imaging protocol optimi-
zation in clinical applications. ©1999 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, spiral/helical computed tomography~CT! began a
transition from fan-beam to cone-beam geometry with
introduction of multislice systems.1–6 These narrow-angle
cone-beam spiral CT scanners, also referred to as multis
or multirow detector scanners, are now commercially av
able. Cone-beam spiral CT uses a two-dimensional~2D! de-
tector array, allows larger scanning range in shorter ti
with higher longitudinal image resolution, and has importa
medical and other applications.1,2,7

In multislice spiral CT, specification of multiple acquis
tion and reconstruction parameters is required. For the
pose of imaging protocol optimization, the most importa
parameters are the number of detector arrays/rows, the d
tor collimation, and the table increment per x-ray source
tation. The pitch in multislice spiral CT is defined as the ra
of the table increment over the detector collimation in t
study, as suggested in Refs. 6 and 8. In the above defini
without loss of generality we assume that the detector co
mation for each ofN detector arrays is the same, excludi
the cases of either different collimation or combined ‘‘me
surement row.’’

In single-slice spiral CT, the effect of pitch on imag
quality was studied experimentally9–13 and theoretically.14,15

In this report, we analyze the effect of pitch on raw da
interpolation in multislice spiral CT. In the next section,
recently developed methodology for evaluating signal rec
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struction from finite nonuniform samples is reviewed, a
adapted for the sensitivity analysis of raw data interpolat
in multislice spiral CT. In the third section, the effect of pitc
is numerically studied under the assumption of four-slice s
ral CT. Representative results on the sensitivity of data
terpolation in multislice spiral CT are presented with resp
to the pitch. In the last section, relevant issues and furt
research topics are discussed.

II. METHODS

A. Sensitivity analysis theory and technique

Recently, Tarczynski proposed a methodology for poi
wise quality evaluation of signal reconstruction from finite
many and nonuniformly distributed samples.16 He was in-
spired by the fact that reconstruction errors are gener
smaller in the neighborhood of the sampling instants a
increase at points remote from the samples.

A band-limited signalf (z) is assumed in Ref. 16, which
is expressed as

f ~z!5 (
k52`

`

c~k!

sinFp~z2kD!

D G
p~z2kD!

D

5 (
k52`

`

c~k!sincS z2kD

D D . ~1!
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wherec(k) are coefficients@in the case of infinite expansio
terms,c(k)5 f (Dk)#. D is the length of sampling step tha
meets the Nyquist criterion, sinc(z)5sin(pz)/pz, which is
the interpolation kernel. For the sake of numerical imp
mentation, the infinite summation is truncated as follows

f ~z!5 (
k52M

M

c~k!sincS z2kD

D D . ~2!

whereM must be so selected that the interval on whichf (z)
is of interest is deeply contained in@2M ,M #, meaning that
when k is close to either2M or M, values ofc(k) do not
contribute significantly to signal reconstruction on the int
val of interest.

Supposef (z) is sampled on the setS5$z1 ,z2 ,...,zL%, the
signal reconstruction problem is to solve the following line
equation system for c(k), k52M ,2M11,...,22,
21,0,1,2,...,M21,M ,

f @z~ i !#5 (
k52M

M

c~k!sincFz~ i !2kD

D G . ~3!

which can be expressed in the matrix form

AL3~2M11!X~2M11!315FL31 , ~4!

where the unknown vectorX5x( j )5c( j 2M21), the
sample vectorF5 f @z( i )#, and the matrixA is defined as

a~ i , j !5sincFz~ i !2~ j 2M21!D

D G ,
i 51,2,...,L, j 51,2,...,2M11.

The sensitivity functionQ(z) for reconstruction off (z)
from f @z( i )#, ziPS, is calculated as follows:

Q~z!5AG8~z!BB8G~z!, ~5!

whereB is the null space ofA, which can be found through
singular value decomposition, andG8(z)5(sinc((z
2MD)/D),...,sinc((z1MD)/D)). Generally, the rank ofA
is L ~sampling locations are all different!, hence in this case
the dimensionality ofB must be 2M2L11.

The difference must be recognized between the sensit
in the sensitivity of signal reconstruction and that in the sl
sensitivity profile. In the signal processing literature, sen
tivity analysis is to determine how much influence or cont
various inputs or factors have over some output or proc
In our study, the sensitivity analysis method is used to qu
tify variation in signal reconstruction given a sampling co
dition. On the other hand, the slice sensitivity profile is t
longitudinal profile of the point spread function of a C
system.17 A figure of merit of the slice sensitivity profile is
often convenient to describe the thickness of a tomograp
transaxial image, or equivalently the resolution in the ta
motion direction. The sensitivity of signal reconstruction is
fundamental property inherent in a data acquisition sche
while the slice sensitivity profile is an end point of an ima
ing system.

The meaning ofQ(z) is the gain between the sup norm
the reconstructed homogeneous component off (z) and the
Medical Physics, Vol. 26, No. 12, December 1999
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l 2 norm of the homogeneous solution of Eq.~3!. Since any
solution to the linear equation system can be expressed a
sum of a particular solution and a homogeneous solutio18

the homogeneous solution can be viewed as ‘‘interferen
to signal reconstruction. IfQ(z0)50, all reconstructions of
f (z) are identical atz0 . On the other hand, a largeQ(z)
would cause a significant interference to reconstruction
f (z). Recently, in order to include noise in the sampli
process. Wang and Han extended Tarczynski’s theory, es
lished the minimum error bound of signal reconstruction, a
demonstrated thatQ(z) still plays a governing role in the
generalized formulation.19

B. Sensitivity of multislice scanning

In parallel to the current framework for studying longitu
dinal image resolution,8,17,20,21only the central fan-beam ray
of direct and opposite directions are considered, assumin
narrow cone-beam angle. Traditionally, the contributions
the central rays are accumulated to construct the slice se
tivity profile at the isocenter of the scanner gantry. The sl
sensitivity profile has been widely used to depict the sl
thickness. However, the slice thickness depends on the in
polation algorithm that is used to synthesize complete pla
data sets for the transaxial sections under reconstructio
may be argued that the goodness of the pitch in spiral
should be solely determined by the scanning/sampling
tern, that is, should be a feature inherent to the sampled d
In other words, the spiral scanning pattern specifies the
gitudinal sampling pattern of the direct and opposite cen
rays, and the arrangement of sample loci dictates the se
tivity in any subsequent data interpolation from the
samples, just as what was formulated in the preceding s
section.

Figure 1 defines the multislice spiral CT scanning a
imaging geometry. As shown in Fig. 1~a!, the three key pa-
rameters in multislice spiral CT are the longitudinal dime
sion of the detector collimationD, the number of detecto
arrays N, and the table increment per source rotationT,
where the unit can be either mm or cm. The spiral scann
pitch p is directly related to the detector collimation and t
table increment, defined as their ratio,p5T/D. Because of
the narrow-angle cone-beam configuration~the cone angle
relative to the midplane is less than 0.4°; see p. 555 in R
6!, the central rays of fan beams are assumed as parall
this study, as illustrated in Fig. 1~b!. Physically, multiple
detector rows in the multislice spiral CT are arranged
shown in Fig. 1~a!. Hence, the ideal longitudinal sampling
generally impossible where the central rays of the fan bea
intersect a common transverse plane with equiangular in
vals around the longitudinal axis. Therefore, the image qu
ity does not decrease monotonically as the pitch increas

Figure 2 shows sampling patterns of direct and oppo
central rays from a single helical turn as well as multip
helical turns, respectively. The single turn case is importa
because it is the basic element of an elongated helical s
and may be increasingly useful in clinical applications as
cone-beam angle becomes larger. In the single turn case
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total number of longitudinal samples is simplyL52N for a
given x-ray source orientation, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. On the
other hand, in the multiple turn case, the total number
longitudinal samples over a given longitudinal range depe

FIG. 1. Multislice spiral/helical CT geometry with the three key paramete
the detector collimationD, the number of detector arraysN, and the table
increment per source rotationT. ~a! 3D illustration of narrow-angle cone
beams,~b! direct and opposite central rays that are approximately para
since the narrow cone anglea is typically less than 0.4°.

FIG. 2. Sampling patterns of direct and opposite central rays from~a! a
single scanning turn, and~b! multiple scanning turns, whereD denotes the
detector collimation,N the number of detector arrays, andT the table incre-
ment per source rotation.
Medical Physics, Vol. 26, No. 12, December 1999
f
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on the pitch, and approximately is inversely proportional
the pitch, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. Note that pitch is in turn
dependent on the table feed~T! and detector dimension~D!.
Equivalently, the analysis on the effect of pitch could
presented in terms of a fixedT or D as the other parameter i
varied. Formulas for the exact sampling locations can
geometrically derived in either of the cases,8 but are not in-
cluded here for brevity.

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

To demonstrate the utility of the sensitivity analysis a
proach in the study on the effect of pitch in multislice spir
CT, numerical simulation was done based on representa
parameters of the current multislice spiral CT scanners. S
cifically, four detector arrays were used, the detector co
mationD was set to 2 mm, and the data longitudinal ban
width was selected to be consistent with the detec
collimation, that is,D in Eq. ~1! was set to 2 mm. Our soft
ware for the sensitivity analysis of the effect of pitch in mu
tislice spiral CT was coded in theMATLAB language~Math-
Works, Inc., Natick, MA!, and run on a personal compute
Gateway 2000 P5-120~120 MHz Pentium, 32 MB RAM;
Gateway 2000, Inc., North Sioux City, SD!.

Figure 3 shows the sensitivity of signal reconstructi
from a uniformly sampled data set consisting of two and
samples. As expected, the sensitivity at the sampling p
tions is the lowest; it increases when the reconstruction
sition is away from the sampling positions, and the more
samples, the lower the sensitivity. The results in Fig. 3
only help visualize the idea of the sensitivity analysis, b
also serve to verify the correctness of our software, si
they are in excellent agreement with those reported in R
16. They-axis scale for sensitivity is given in terms of dec
bels, which indicates the large dynamic range for this para
eter, requiring a special care in computation~double floating
data!. The cause for different sensitivity values at the sa
pling locations is the finite precision of computatio

:

l,

FIG. 3. Sensitivity of signal reconstruction over the range of@25, 25# in mm
from 2 and 10 uniformly sampled locations shown as the minimum po
~adapted from Fig. 1 in Ref. 12, using values computed by ourMATLAB

program!.
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Theoretically, the sensitivity value at any sampling locati
must be 0~minus infinite in dB!. We strongly underscore th
fact that higher values of sensitivity under this definition gi
less performance~that is, worse image quality!.

Although the sensitivity function is most informative fo
any specific pitch in multislice spiral CT, a figure of merit
desirable to describe the overall quality of the sampling p
tern associated with that pitch, and subsequently to optim
the scanning protocol relative to the pitch. Clearly, this figu
of merit should reflect the global sensitivity in a heuris
manner. In this study, each sensitivity curve was visua
examined for the overall deviation from the 0 dB line, a
quantitatively represented by the median value of the se
tivity function.22 The median value was chosen for its app
priateness in capturing our visual impression on the dista
between the sensitivity curve and the 0 dB line. As compa
to the mean value, the median value is less sensitive to
liers and errors in computing the sensitivity. Note that flu
tuation in the sensitivity, as measured in dB, is great aro
the sampling locations, and this randomness can be e
tively suppressed via median filtering. Also, note that
minimum of the sensitivity function should be alway
achieved at sampling locations.

Figure 4 includes six sensitivity plots of multislice spir
CT sampling froma single helical turnfor the pitches of
1,2,...,...,6, respectively. Figure 5 is the corresponding se
tivity-pitch plot, which is the median sensitivity curve o
multislice spiral CT sampling as a function of the pitch fro
1 through 9 with a step length of 0.1, computed under
same conditions as in Fig. 4. In the single turn case,
sensitivity functions were computed in the interval defin
by the two extreme central rays. Figures 6 and 7 show
results in the case ofmultiple helical turns, which are the
counterparts of Figs. 4 and 5. In the multiple turn case,
sensitivity functions were computed in~0,20!, which is

FIG. 4. Sensitivity of multislice spiral CT sampling from a single helic
turn, where the detector collimationD52 mm, the number of detector ar
raysN54, and the pitchp51,2,...,6 for~a!–~f!, respectively. Note that the
interval of the abscissa is defined by the minimum and maximum samp
locations, hence they vary from plot to plot.
Medical Physics, Vol. 26, No. 12, December 1999
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spanned by the direct and opposite rays from one helical
with the maximum pitch (p59).

Figure 4 shows that the overall sensitivity decreases
general as the pitch increases. Quite high sensitivity is a
ciated with pitches of 2, 4, and 6. In these high pitch cas
superposition occurs with both direct and opposite rays. T
median sensitivity curve in Fig. 5 reconfirms this pheno
enon with peaks at pitches of 2, 4, and 6. This sensitiv
pitch curve also shows that a pitch of a little less than 3
preferred that gives volume coverage larger than pitch 2
interpolation sensitivity less than pitches 2 and those gre
than 3. Similar comments can be made on Figs. 6 and
Note that the ‘‘harmonic oscillation’’ pitches~at which direct
and opposite central rays of the fan beams overlap to var
extents! should be avoided, because these pitchs, such
pitches of 2, 4, and 6, lead to peaks of the sensitivity-pi
curve.

g

FIG. 5. Median sensitivity of multislice spiral CT sampling as a function
the pitch, computed under the same conditions as for Fig. 4, where
detector collimationD52 mm, the number of detector arraysN54, and the
pitch interal is@1,9#.

FIG. 6. Sensitivity of multislice spiral CT sampling from multiple helica
turns, where the detector collimationD52 mm, the number of detecto
arraysN54, and the pitchp51,2,...,6 for~a!–~f!, respectively.
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It is recognized that our results indicate a pitch of 6 to
a local maximum for sensitivity~i.e., decreased image qua
ity!, whereas at least one vendor uses that pitch as a poi
optimal image quality.8 This discrepancy may be explaine
as follows. The sampling pattern does not uniquely de
mine the method for image reconstruction, although it d
tates image quality in a fundamental way. In other wor
some other factors, such as the interpolation algorith
might be playing a relevant role. However, as far as
sensitivity of multislice spiral CT data interpolation is co
cerned, a pitch of 6 is not a good choice.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that a pitch study in multisl
spiral CT can be performed based on the sampling patter
the Radon domain, and the specifics of the algorithms
raw data interpolation do not play any explicit role. Th
methodology is advantageous in at least two aspects. F
the sensitivity function, directly derived from the samplin
pattern, is quite fundamental regarding the potential a
limitation of data interpolation in multislice spiral CT. Se
ond, the effect of pitch can be examined using the sensiti
analysis approach without involvement of either testing
jects or raw data interpolation, which may lead to high
efficiency in scanner design and protocol optimization. A
tually, raw data interpolation details are often conside
proprietary by manufacturers of CT scanners, and are
rently unavailable to us.

Although our work reported in this paper was restricted
the central rays of the fan beams, the methodology can
applied to study the sensitivity of interpolation from da
associated with all available x-rays. This extension wo
provide a complete picture of sensitivity of raw data interp
lation in multislice spiral CT. and would be a reasonab
indicator of image reconstruction quality. If the temporal d
mension is added in the sensitivity analysis, the system

FIG. 7. Median sensitivity of multislice spiral CT sampling as a function
the pitch, computed under the same conditions as for Fig. 6, where
detector collimationD52 mm, the number of detector arraysN54, and the
pitch interval is@1,9#.
Medical Physics, Vol. 26, No. 12, December 1999
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formance can be described in both spatial and temp
terms. Clearly, the computational requirements for more
phisticated sensitivity studies would be very high, especia
for singular value decomposition, which is needed to de
mine the null space of the sampling system.

The sensitivity of spiral CT data interpolation is direct
related to the longitudinal bandwidth of signal. It is intu
itively clear that given a sampling pattern, the wider the s
nal bandwidth, the less susceptible the signal reconstruc
Because the emphasis of this paper is comparison am
different sampling patterns associated with various pitch
the relationship between the sensitivity and the bandwidt
not quantified in this study. However, this topic deserv
further research.

The predictive value of the sensitivity of multislice spir
sampling needs experimental evaluation and validation us
well-known indexes, especially those for image resolut
and image noise. Image artifacts are also an important as
of image quality. Although these tasks have not been syst
atically performed yet, our findings are consistent with pu
lished knowledge on four-slice spiral CT.1,2,6 In one study, a
scanning method was developed for superior longitudi
sampling density by adding fractions and shifting data tri
slightly. For example, it was found that the pitch of 2.5
quite satisfactory,6 image quality is higher when~1! the pitch
is 3.5 than it is 3, and~2! the pitch is 4.5 than it is 4.2 In
another study, it was pointed out that unlike single-slice s
ral CT, multislice spiral CT has favored pitches, suggest
the pitch of 3 is better than the pitch of 2.1 It is emphasized
that the slice sensitivity profile should not be supplanted
the sensitivity analysis. The value of this particular analy
lies in determination of the underlying ‘‘goodness’’ of th
sampled data set.

When wide-angle cone-beam spiral CT scanners eme
in the future, the fan-beams defined by individual detec
arrays will no longer be in parallel, but our sensitivity anal
sis approach can still be applied to quantify the effect
pitch. One way for the sensitivity analysis of helical sca
ning in this wide cone-beam angle case is to work in
Feldkamp-type reconstruction framework. The Feldka
algorithm23 has been the most popular practical cone-be
algorithm, but it is limited by circular scanning and longitu
dinal image blurring. The Feldkamp cone-beam algorith
was generalized to allow flexible scanning loci f
microtomography.7,24 The generalized Feldkamp cone-bea
algorithm can be adapted in special cases, such as he
scanning.7,24 Recently, the generalized Feldkamp algorith
was reformulated in two steps:~1! cone-beam to fan-beam
data conversion via a cosine correction, and~2! fan-beam
reconstruction via filtered backprojection.25 As a result, after
wide-angle cone-beam data associated with direct and o
site x-rays are weighted by appropriate cosine factors, t
can still be regarded as from fan-beams that are in paralle
the gantry plane. Hence, the sensitivity of data interpolat
in the wide cone-beam angle case can be similarly analy

In conclusion, using the recently developed sensitiv
analysis approach,16 we modeled the effect of pitch on raw
data interpolation in multislice spiral CT. Our results reve

he
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the characteristic sensitivity of multislice spiral sampling f
recovery of Radon data, facilitating understanding of re
tionships among pitch, data interpolation sensitivity, and
age reconstruction quality in multislice spiral CT, and m
be valuable for design of multislice spiral CT scanners a
imaging protocol optimization in clinical applications.
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